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Anotace:
Risk-based decision-making in reducing security risks is based on practical
approach, usually a combination of rational and cognitive theories. In risk-management analytic, cybernetic, cognitive paradigms can be applied. The article discusses
the application of the analytic paradigm in risk-management in the eld of defence and
civil emergency planning.
¬¬¬

1. Investing into risk-management
There is a trade-off between the defence-budget and the rest of the state budget:
Guns or butter?
In handling this, there have been analytic responses adopted from business management:
– In the 1960`s in the DoD US the answer of McNamara was a more centralised decision-making, application of normative models of OR (Operation Research), expenditures were based on set outputs, consideration of alternatives. This approach is
dealt with in this article;
– Other answer is: “How much we spend on defence is a function of two things above
all others: the existing size of the defence establishment, and the political context
in which an annual budget is formalized”;1
– Another answer is: “…there is no way to determine rigorously how much is
enough”.2
According to empirical ndings3, there is no clear historical relationship between
economic growth and military expenditure. That research covering the period
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1870—1939 was based on data of France, Germany, Japan, Russia, and the USA, and it
suggests, that mainly fear explains the size of military budget and the level of force.
According to Rosecrance4, the least possible reduction in current civilian consumption and non-threatened sustainable consumption is the goal to be reached by
higher effectiveness of defence management.
Risk-management by means of foreign, security, defence policies can also be seen
as an investment into “self-insurance” (defence) increasing safety and security of mankind. Cybernetic decision models were provided to explain defence expenditure policy5
and use of force decisions6.
1.1 Optimal “portfolio” of safeguarding investments
Investment decisions under uncertainty can follow different approaches. Nevertheless, there is a fundamental principle: resources rst have to ow to places where the
surplus of supposed benets over the cost (net benet) is the greatest (maximum net
benet). Decision theory can apply different decision criteria – for example: minimisation of the maximum potential losses (“Minimax” criterion). Decision criteria can be
based on for example:
• Dependeability: minimizing dependence;
• Utility: by trade-offs maximizing net benet;
• Robustness: choose the best of the worst possible outcomes.
Optimality does not require that all risks should be mitigated since some safeguard
costs more than its true worth (benet or utility created). To fully mitigate negative
impacts is akin to being an insurer who could offer only in-kind insurance instead of
cash. Both the insurer and the owner of the damaged property are better off with a cash
compensation, provided it is freely allocable to any uses maximising the owner`s welfare – even if that sum is less than the price of a replacement, but not less than the old
property`s value perceived by the owner. In maximising their welfare, owners are willing to trade today’s risk (potential loss) for future assistance convertible to other areas
then with higher priority (potential benet). Harris (2000)7 refers to the case of Cambodia, where policymakers concerned to maximise the welfare of the people should consider alternative expenditures to de-mining: access to safe water, preventing diseases
and the like, which surely to prevent the loss of far more lives.
Security solutions, risk-reducing techniques might degrade functionality, performance and may create additional new vulnerabilities, – unwanted byeffects in a system.
The vulnerabilities incurred are to be compared with the existing ones and might be that
the cost just not worth the benet. For this reason as well it can be impractical to choose
an in-kind mitigation for vulnerability.
Human problem-solving behaviour seems to be strongly related to paradigms8.
Rational behaviour tends to use models and theories with their underlying logic, based
on sets of fundamental assumptions of paradigms. When pondering different options,
(or combination of alternatives), as of an investment into security, the decision-maker
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can rely on three dominant ones: the Analytic, the Cybernetic, and the Cognitive Paradigms.
1.2 The Analytic Paradigm
In the analytic paradigm it is asserted that someone or a group actively selecting
from among distinct options in a stable decision environment so as to achieve a set of
goals. Underlying theories describe how values and information should be integrated to
identify an option in some sense “best”. Cost-benet theory, decision theory, social
choice theory, is each a coherent theory with they respective approaches and procedures:
CBA (cost-benet analysis), DA (decision analysis), SWT (social welfare theory).
Merkhofer in his classic work9 created a taxonomy for characterizing risk-decision problems and made a comparison of these theories, which can be used as a basis whilst
adding new results and software developments to them.
There are basic assumptions about an analytic decision process, for instance:
A single decision-maker tries to nd an optimal solution (either maximum value,
{benet, utility} or minimum loss) under the constraints of the situation. At rst denes
his values, aggregated to a system of transitive preferences. A “value” is represented by
a numerical score assigned to a CoA (Course of Action). If the decision involves risk, or
uncertainty, the score is referred as an “utility”.
A critical assumption is the integration of the value trade-offs, since money does
not reect appropriately the value of a “thing”, when one cannot buy it on the market.
Lacking established independent “utils”, indifference curves can represent trade-off
situations. Using cost/benet and cost/effectiveness methods at least limited value-integration is assumed taking into consideration the direct effects of a policy action. Limited, because it is widely recognised that one never can be sure in practice, if had already
achieved a complete cost estimates, or a valid benet measure.
According to Bart a specication10 of the desired results (as priorities), can lead to
explicit goal-setting in terms of vision, mission, values, as a triad of statements of strategic intent and the specication of issues to be resolved. In order to measure progress
against the goals, specic, measurable objectives should be set. Rather than using Bart`s
terminology, we continue to apply the concept objective for his “goal” and attribute for
his term “objective”, but it worth while to show his broader scope of the interrelationships of the above concepts.
Valuation/cost estimation (key in CBA, and DA) is based on separate investment
and operating (i.e. “production function”) cost models.
Social costs: real resources actually consumed and those undesirable (adverse)
effects reduce the welfare of members of society.
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Market-based method: CBA
Direct procedures: in many cases a complex (i.e. Hicksian demand curve),
consumers` and producers` surplus analysis is required.
Indirect procedures
Revealed preference: survey WTP (willingness to pay)
Production function method
Hedonic price method: bounded goods, regression analysis
Expressed preference
Contingent valuation method: willingness to be compensated
Contingent ranking method: rather ranking of preferences
Utility-based methods: DA, SWT use common unit: “util” in direct relationship
with money
Single attribute evaluation
Direct (value) methods: assign numbers to the possible decision
outcomes according to some scale of desirability
Lottery (utility) methods: this permits establishing preferences
over uncertain consequences
Multi attribute evaluation: assumption of utility independence
Additive models: single-variable utility functions are added
Multiplicative models: single-variable utility functions multiplied
1.3 Decision Analysis approaches (DA)
The aim is to handle the group-decision, since originally DA could be used by
only one decision-maker, so that the group-decision problem is reduced to the single
individual`s case, but then a decision analyst is required in order to structure the elements of the decision set: options, outcomes, utilities, probabilities. Value trees are to
be constructed and there is software available for supporting drawing value hierarchies,
for instance SMART11. The decision-analyst relies on interviews to obtain the necessary
information separated from preferences, in order only to aid and not to replace the decision process, permitting elected ofcials to function as policymakers. But in practice
this is uneasy to obtain.
In the case of a “patriarchal decision-maker” the preferences of the individuals are
weighted by him in order to get to a group utility function. Critics claim the impossibility of nding a socially optimal decision rule, the susceptibility to manipulation,
misuse and misinterpretation. Modelling a decision problem is sometimes multi-stage
and structuring this decision problem. Decision trees are very good means of communication during decision-problem structuring. There are softwares available for supporting drawing inuence diagrams and converting these automatically into decision trees
(for example PRECISION TREE and DPL) or vice versa12.
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An alternative is when members of the group, or even larger groups directly –
without a single decision-maker – can put in their preferences against usually only two
clear options in subsequent choice-situations determined from the subject`s responses
to earlier choices. But a complete analysis may require hundreds of judgements from a
single individual. However, for example AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) software is
used (EXPERT CHOICE) in top-level political decision-making13. Collective decisions
have this problem in extending comparisons of utility values across individuals, since
attempts have failed to construct a commonly agreed social welfare function which
could provide collectively determined indifference curves for a given trade-off relationship. The Pareto-criterion does not handle that case, when one`s values are traded-off
against someone else`s. The practical approach usually has the assumption that the decision-making team acts as if it were a single person.
1.4 Social Welfare Theory approaches (SWT)
SWT may be regarded as a special case of DA. According to a fundamental
assumption in decision theory, the goal in individual decision-making is the maximization of perceived (subjective expected) utility. Social choice theory assumes an analogue
based on aggregating individual preferences. Arrow`s impossibility theorem points out,
that this may not be possible so long as group decisions are based on rank order preferences of individuals without using indications of preference, the decisions are either
dictatorial or arbitrary. That reduces DA and SWT applicability.
In the form of a commonly agreed “social utility function” the strength of preferences might be expressed, if individual incentives would not misrepresent them.
A common aim of the members is the identication of group decisions that maximize
the welfare of the group as a whole and try to develop a social welfare function for
aggregating individual preferences in order to get a preference rule for society. It is not14
necessary to get exact strength values of preference it is enough if their consistency is
ensured. Instead of ordinal preferences, cardinal preference representations: value functions, or utility functions are used and software is available (HIVIEW)15. Value function measures the strength of preference for multi-attribute consequences known with
certainty. Utility function measures preferences for risk. It is possible to treat risk as an
attribute and aggregate risk of a course of an action (rather than cost) can be calculated
against aggregate benet (V.I.S.A)16 if the least risky option is assigned the highest utility.
The estimation outcomes are to be indirectly assigned – via a central mechanism
– by subjective probabilities of either the individuals, or experts in a way, that outcome
preference and probability estimations are separated from each other. As an alternative,
directly expressed preferences based on the individual beliefs. When the group-decision
can be regarded as a co-operative game, then – instead of pay-offs, – a group welfare
function ought to be calculated. Software is available (for instance EQUITY) for multiattribute value analysis, where additive value model is used17.
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1.5 Cost-Benet Analysis approaches (CBA)
CBA may be seen as a special case of SWT, with an additive – by means of the
efciency criterion – form of each utility function, which decomposes individual utility
into benets and costs, measured by their constant and equal market values.
The aim is to indicate, whether a resource re-allocation will improve efciency,
or not. Using the Pareto optimum, preferences deduced from values (via market prices,
or by indirect valuation methods). Then only economic efciency of an option is measured.
What is our goal? Maximum protection (irrespective of the costs) or minimum
loss? In-kind protection, asymmetric deterrence, or insurance, - depending on a particular situation?
From economic point of view both in-kind and 100% protections are sub-optimal.
Social optimum does neither require that all the loss be mitigated, nor the mitigation inkind, since both could result in an efciency loss18. The social optimum requires only
that level of mitigation, where the surplus of benets over the cost of mitigating measures is the greatest: the maximum net benet. Cost-benet analysis points out where
maximum net benet is.
All resources, affected by an activity, must be valued at their opportunity cost,
which is the worth of a resource in the next best use. Opportunity cost is not always
measurable, or observable directly by reference to market valuation. Then it has to be
derived by reference to the value of alternative use of time, indirectly. In many situations
cost categories exist as physical indicators and need to be converted into money.
US (McNamara in the 60`s), German19, and South-African defence planners seem
to prefer analytic approaches. However, because CBA requires the valuation of benets
in monetary terms, it is unsuitable to evaluate activities, projects with mainly intangible
benets. In certain situations it is difcult to nd even a monetarily measurable proxy of
a sort of benet, and this is a weakness of CBA20. In well-functioning market economies,
prices would measure marginal benets reliably, but without such a market and observable prices, estimates of the willingness to pay (WTP) in measuring marginal benet
would be affected by varying perceptions.

2. Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA)
Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA), nonetheless, might not require a monetary valuation of benets. Without explicitly addressing the issue of benets, CEA is unable to
maximise the surplus of benets over costs (net benet) and that is why its application
may be appropriate exactly in those cases, when CBA fails to be applicable.
Cost-effectiveness (CE): to achieve specic objectives (outcomes) at lower cost. In
order to use scarce resources cost-effectively, inefcient imbalances in re-sourcing, relationships between costs and performance of activities should be mapped. But if there are
no data available on effectiveness, just data about efciency, or impact related to acti116
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vity, are available, then CEYA (see in Section 3.4.) may be applied, assuming, that inefcient use of resources within one activity might reduce their simultaneous availability
for other activities.
CEA approaches are the “constant effects”, and “constant cost” methods21 as
follow:
“Constant effects” method
The method of “constant effects” xes an expected level of effects (tangible and
intangible benets) and seeks to nd the “least cost way” in achieving that. It can be
used to compare the relative costs of different options to achieving the same goal and
there is no need to measure the worth of the expected level of benets on a scale. The
nal result may depend very much on the situation22. Threat scenarios can be “carefully” chosen to balance money available23 for defence if the goal of the defence planning is bridging the gap between the threat perceived (measured by pure capability) and
the countering capability.
“Constant cost” method
The method of “constant cost” quanties the impacts (benets) of different alternatives, along a common dimension, in comparable form, but not in nancial terms. Being
aware of the costs of each alternative, the alternatives can be ranked based upon their
impact (benet) per unit cost. It is possible to see which alternative would produce the
biggest impact (is most effective) from a unit of money spent. But there is no need to
reference to the cost of the activity and to judgement if the whole activity is worth doing
at all24.
In either way, starting with the most effective one, a distribution of the effective
investments can be seen. The counterbalancing potential, or weapon-effectiveness are
seen as benets to be maximised at a given budget, – or at a level of minimal expected
effectiveness, with the cost to be minimised.
2.1 Range of outcome variables
Preferences are to be deduced from values (via market prices, or by indirect valuation methods). Values of what? Do we measure the right things? Natural outcome variables are normally related to immediate impact, and delayed impact.
In case of the DA the outcome variables can be set by interviews (trial-and-error)
related to a goal-hierarchy, with quantitative variable(s) at lowest level goals, as properties with scales; These can be either direct, or indirect (indicator), and the scale is: natural, or constructed.
However, for decision-making the range of output variables may be very extended:
in predicting impact of an action (net benet estimation) benets should consist of all
effects. Commodities, – resources that even if not traded on the market, might be attributed to some commercial value – even personal, or social values, measures of equity
of distribution, risk perception of the public, any issues of importance can be applied
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including the decision-maker`s own evaluations and judgements. But in this latter case
the result of either the CBA, or the CEA is a non-objective evidence underlying a decision – it may already imply the decision.
There are different approaches in evaluating rather “initiatives” than “projects”.
Disaster relief, peace-building, political processes are difcult to measure by standard
CEA methods of project management. Instead these may be branded “initiatives” and
evaluation methodologies were proposed by Rothman (1996), and Weiss (1995) cited in
Lederach (1997)25. Rothman`s method focuses on explicit goal-setting, clarifying motivations, processes. Levels of goals and plans can be illustrated by trees.
Weiss proposed a “theories of change” based evaluation, since each social program is based on some theory of change, so the activities of an initiative should comply
that. Lederach26, in focusing on dilemma framing, integrates the “initiative”-evaluation
methods of Rothman and Weiss with the theory of goal-modication in conicttransformation processes (prospective, trans-active, retrospective goals) of Hocker and
Wilmot (1995)27.
CEA is not a universally applicable method. When neither benet, nor cost data
are available, unreliable, or sparse, CEA may become intractable. During the response
stage of a crisis adequate data collection is usually infeasible. Dealing with that level of
uncertainty, CEYA may be applied.

3. Cost-efciency analysis (CEYA)
Cost-efciency (CEY) has got the aim: to achieve specic outputs (and not end
outcomes) at lower cost. Efciency can be seen – under certain conditions – only a necessary, but insufcient condition of effectiveness. For instance, if a weapon system has
been developed efciently, it is normally a benet for the budget, because competing
demands are being made upon nite resources. But when there is an urgent need for that
new system which is still unavailable because of efcient development, – efciency can
be good, but effectiveness is zero. A military capability consists of moral, doctrinal, and
not only physical (weapon system) components – so if only an element is lacking, that
system might not function, – so independent of efciency, effectiveness may be nil.
When formal CEA cannot be applied because of theoretical or practical reasons,
then cost-efciency analysis (CEYA) still may remain a possibility to be used. Although
it does not evaluate the outcome of an activity, it focuses onto the efciency of the activity.

Conclusion
Within the stage of location-specic CBA, CEA, or CEYAs, at each relevant location in a country each intervention alternatives are estimated and compared the marginal values of benet with the marginal values of loss. The optima will tend to vary,
– different locations need different level of safeguarding. Not only GIS (Geographic
118
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Information System), but SDSS (Spatial Decision Support System) is required to support decisions.
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